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I have produced a series of sculpted cast figures in the Jnedium of cowhide as part of 
my Masters degree. This docurnent, titled Locating Me ill Order fo Scc 1'01, serves as an 
explication of the practical component. 
Initially J examine the broad context in which my sculpture has been produced, and that 
in which it will be presented and likely to be received. In attempting to position myself 
within Contemporary Art discourse, I have specifically considered how Contemporary 
Art from Africa is often read and comprehended by both those producing work on the 
continent and the Diaspora, and those interpreting, critiquing, collecting and marketing 
it, mainly in the West. J 
The basic premise for this is a discussion of the inescapable labels of Black Artist and 
Black Art and what they imply within the context of Contemporary Art discourse with 
reference to Africa and more specifically, South Africa. As an emerging Contemporary 
African Artist I am faced with confronting some of the stereotypes and assumptions 
associated with art and artists of the continent and! or the legacy of the Apartheid 
regIme. 
My experiences as a woman existing between two cultural spaces; vVestern and Ngunj2, 
and the artwork I have created and how it may be read as a result is significant in this 
regard. Through exploring the art created by a variety of Black South Africans and 
other African artists, particularly women artists in South Africa, it is clear that modes of 
creating art have shifted and that the reading and interpretation of art created by these 
women, including myself can and should be reconsidered without being conditioned by 
existing assumptions. In this study I have sought to uncover some of the reasons that may 
account for the limited shifting in interpretations, and to identify how engagement 
with my own work could be directed and expanded. 
1 VIlesi-' The 'Western World' refers to countries of Western EUl'Ope, the Cnitcd SLaLes, Canada, Australia 
and New Zealand. Within the context of this document I highlight that \'\'pst is no longer a term used 
just Lo indicate geographical location, but is u"cd to describe European and Anglo-American hegemony 
within Lhe reading <lnd defining of arL, history and culture. 
=' ",lXl/lli: Nguni refers to both a group of dans and nations living in southeast Africa, and to il group 
of Bantu languages (Zulu, Xhosa, Swati, Phuti and Ndebele) spoken in southern Africa. In this paper I 
make reference to Ngllni cultural prdctice as 1 understand my cultural heritage and have experienced it 
within my family context. My intenLion is noL Lo attempL Lo speak for interpretations of Nguni cultural 











r choose to (Teate \-york in co .... vhide, this material is one that has historical associations and 
ir., linked to my cultural background in various \yays but for this body of research, exists 
and is considered within a context that is also removed [rom these aspects. Subjective 
views of lhe significance of this material, dra\vn from lhe past but with reference to the 
present, impact on both understanding and engagement v'lith the work I create. It has 
been suggested, within the context of my research that the way in which I work as well 
as the material I use could be compared, for example, to the work and materials used 
within Inuit3 cultural practices.4 My use of cowhide, although linked to various cultural 
experiences, is not intended to directly reference historical indigenous cultural practices. 
My intention is to engage with the physical and tactile properties of hide and aspects 
of control that allow or prevent me from manipulating this material in the context of 
the female body and Contemporary Art. I have used cowhide as a means to subvert 
expected associations with corporeal presence, femininity, sexuality and vulnerability. 
By working on a life size scale in this medium through installation in actual space, I 
hope to explore this. 
In this regard I have examined interpretations of material as well as process within art 
making in the work created by artists such as Janine Antoni and Yinka 5honibare. I draw 
parallels to the work created by Zanele Muholi and Lolo Veleko as well as 5hirin Neshat, 
which challenge expected representations of the female body and experience within 
particular cultural contexts. Similarly, the work I create seeks to encourage alternative 
modes of looking at the female body. 
Within the first Chapter I have examined some of the issues impacting on how 
Contemporary Art from Africa and African Art is contextualised and understood. 
African Art has and continues to be cast into an ambiguous 'ethnographic' mass, which 
denies each piece its history, function and individuality. In this chapter I highlight how 
this archaic and romantic view of African Art still influences regard for Contemporary 
Art from Africa and the problems that occur when work created by artists from the 
continent does not conform to this stereotypical package or the artist objects to the work 
being interpreted in this way. 
3 lImil: A member of any of several aboriginal peoples who live in COilS tal regions of the Canadiilll Arcti(: 
imd in Creenland (Encartil World Engli"h Didioni1.r}'). 










An examination of the inescapable labels of Bldck Artist and Black Art, and assodatio!ls 
\vith mack prfictitioners within the conLL'xL of contemporary Sout~, Africa and the 
Diaspora £olim"':>. Through my reading; it has become dt'ar that the reS;IQu(' of the 
Clluntrv's history of Apartheid cannot be divorced :rom the present. This chapter 
sheds light on shifts and developme:lts in South African art, and the necessity for a 
qu('stioning of prevailing notions ot the nature of Black Art or art made by Black people 
and thenJore the very definitions of 'art' as we u:lderstGlnd it. it is clear that there stl1l 
t'xists i:l tendency to homogenize Black and African Art, tv app1y Western criteria to the 
analY5is and evaluation of art from Afrle'a, and to be dismissive of it when It fa11s to 
conform to those crilerla, Through drawing attention to tht' expcrlencesofvarious Black 
Artists, particularly Black women, I highlight the diversity and SOme shlftS in recent 
production m South Africa, and draw attention to the erroneous tendency to associate 
an essential Black identity with art production, that Blackness and Black Art be reduced 
to a single acceptable set of f'xpf'ricnccs: and that working in South Africa nen"Ssdrily 
implies a historical political signjficance in the work. 5 
In 'Between Worlds' I draw attention to the context of the globali7ed world, migration 
and the challenging of cuIturaUy specific practices thm"ugh example;, of work crented by 
bhirin Neshat and Yinka Shonibme. Like myself, both these artists oilfe informed by their 
multicultural influences and c-xrlore their individu,Jl hybrid positions through their 
artwork. 
'In Memory' investlgates notions of personal and cultural memory and how these have 
influenced my art creation. I dra" .... attention to my experience of existing between two 
cultural spaces; Western and Nguni and how this has influenced the work I have crcatt"d 
to date, The dialogue between the dichotomies of the conscious and ~ubc(1m,dous 
is considered, and how this impacts on my art creation is also discussed within this 
chapter, 
5 Within th;:-, C~)l1tcxt r \Nould like- to hghlight I'.o\\'] hdW' L't.-.."n stercotyp<:ci. ;ud cahcgori'icd through the 
u~e of word~ ~u;'h fI~-" Ilhlck and A:nun ArU:o;t My ir,ttnti"n i::. ml: to l't>SCUlli,Es(' the cApcrknn:: or art of 
the- artl"ts I have- used as cxamplc~. My 1.l!-'i; of t~'J'ms 5uch a~ Bl.:ick a.ad African !\J';isi are as a result Of 











In Chi1plt'i" l:ive, representation of the female body is considered wlth brief reference to 
Fl'n~ini51r" Although Femini:-,m may seem an E's~€nlial asp~'ct of my produdiofi, I hilVf' 
chosen ,~ol to focuc..on thh area for a llL:.mbcr of f('asons, This term has most often been 
~ieiinf:!d nnd used by middle-class White wu:nen and much of the ('adier wribng on this 
subject did not take into account the experience of Block women. Black FeminIst writing 
lhat acknuwledges this position is from the perspective of Afl'kan American .. ,:omen 
and their views on the oppression and marginahsation they have, and to c- degree 
still encounter. While a feminist reading of my work is not irrelevant, I have instead 
highlighted thilt through the usc of my own body as a subject and object, I have taken 
control of repre~entations of my body and therefore, hopefully influenced how it is seen 
by vjewers of my instdUations.lt is not my intention to present my work and experience 
in the context of oppression and mi1:rginalisation, or the {("male body as abject. 
Lastly, r highlight the importance of material and process within my art creation. Within 
the {mal chapter I discuss my engagement with cov,' hide as a material and aspects 
of my proces:z; that impact on the control 1 have (Jv(>r my final product I discuss my 























The question ofllow Contemporary Art from Africa and AfrlcanArt is contextunlizedand 
llnderf>tuod i~; important in locating African Art prouuction within the modern ",,'odd 
The dichotomy that exists bdween these interpretations is on/;' that is highligh:ed by the 
confutlion arising bdween understandings and expectations of ethnology "nti creative 
output. Associate Professor of Art History at Emory Unjversity Atla::1ta, Sidney Littefjeld 
Ka~;fir, in the article entitled; "African Art and Authenticity: A Text with a Shadow" states 
that studies on African Art have been focused on the situation a:ld objects created during 
the period before and after colonialism on the continent The various art forms that have 
emerged and been co[]('cted from the Continent over this period have been grouped in 
the category of 'traditional' or pre-colonial. This type of art; '",exhibited qualities that 
rnade it authen~jc (in the sense of untainted by Western jntervention), Most cruCially:. 
it was made to be used by the same society that produced it' (19990; 90), This idea of 
authenticity, though noted dnd que~tioned by many contemporary schoiar!', I!" still a 
considNation of importance to major art museums and some of the most prominent 
collectors and dealers across the world." According to Kasfirr the tradition of collecting 
art, the process of appropriation, reclassification, and public dispJay does not allow for 
the limits of whitt can b€ classified 'authentic' to go far beyond a handful of collcch.'d 
object;., presented oul: of context. 
African Art has and continues to be cast into an ambiguous 'ethnographic' mass, which 
deni('s each pipee its history, tunction and individuality, This African Art, without 
identified artist, rernovi..'d frum its context or function (in the case of masks for eXJ.mple) 
is what most often, 1n the minds of many, characterizes' Authentic African Art'.? The 
consequence of this all-in-one iUHmymity is thai one artwork can stand for a whule culture, 
the whole culture is then assumed to be homogeneous yet at the .same time unique. This 
archaic and romantic view of African Art still influences regard for Contemporary Art 
from Africa and becomes problematic when work created by artists from the continent 
does not conform to this stereotypical pack~1ge or the artbt objects to the work being 
interpreted in this way. 
(, Thi" vivw is ll'~(!nforced by prominent \'.xhibitions such as 'Yort.;.ba: ~;n(' Cl'ntL;rib 0f Af1k:an ,trt 1C.l: 
Thought', 'Gold of Airicd' "s well as th., pcrulilflenf Jispli;y~ of tiw National ?vius.:-um of Afrk<ln Art, the 
Metropolitan Mwwmn''l Rock,·fdlvr Win)!, ,mel t:w National MlJ~(,u;"1\. Lagos (Ka"fi, 1999b: 90). 
7 'In \Ve:;tern mU~W~lm~ tht;"t>e objects unden\.'eot a double taxono:nic :-;hift - firs! from exoticd i,j Sd02ntific 
spt'cimt'flS wh('n the earlier 'eabinci5 ot curiositic;;' gave way to :ll'v':y fml:ld :,mseum,", of ,latt;hL 
htstory in the liHt: flinckenll' century; and follo\ving thci:: "disC{JvE'ry'·' by Picasso and h;s friends in 
the carll' dl'cat'..eq of til(> :wcntkth c('n:ury~ t:1E'Y t.;.;, .. krw .. 'n[ a sl'CJnd pmm:.,tiun h!e art muse~lm:', and 











This situiltion is very ilpparent when examining responses to art exhibitions aimed at 
~h()wcasing contemporary nrt from Africa, Mosl recently, 'Africa Remix', curated by 
Cameroonian Simon Njami, is the largest collection of contemporary African art ever 
to be shown in the world. Thi~ exhibition hosted in DLisseldorf, London, Paris, Tokyo 
and South Africa showcases the work of two hundred and twelve African Artists living 
and working both on the continent and the Diaspora. Njami's questioning of what 
'contemporaneity' represents within Africa as well as the aesthetic and intellectual shifts 
of identity that are represented by the artists included in this exhibition, were met with 
varying respollses. Njami (2005:13) cocments, 
, 
Most people think of Africa as being limited to a group of countries south of the- Sahara, 
vvith the region that starts in the north as almost a whole other worlrl .. Jt contradicts 
the importance of Islam throughout sub-Saharan Africa, already present well before the 
European 'di.'>coverers' set foot there. In short, it seeks to negate the cucmon history that 
united the destinies of nations colonized by the same powers and their ensuing struggles 
for liberation. 
This type of thinking makes invalid the exchanges between the countries from the 
western parts of Senegal, around the eastern horn of AfricaH and their North African 
neighbor~. Njami emphasizes cOllnections and exchanges that have occurred between 
African countries and how this hns influenced the history and therefore the art creation 
within the continent. 9 Njami also aimed to assert that Africa is a continent of different 
countries and peoples, including the descendents of colonists, not a group of people 
south of the Sahara homogenized by the colour of their skin and perceived cocmonalities 
in cultural practice. 
~ Mali, Burkina Faso, Chad, Mauritania and Niger. 
\I Thi<; focus on African <ll't th<lt originates from countries "outh of the Sahara i.e; made evident through <ll't 
collections such as "The Contemporary African Art Collection" (C.A.A.C - The Pigozzi Collection) Thi~ 
collection, based in Geneva, is the Iilrgest private collection of conkmpmiuy African art in the world. 
It was born of the meeting of Jean I'igoZL.i, an Italian, Harvil.rd-edllGlted, venture capitalist and Andre 
Magnin, a French independent curiltor, speciali7ing in art from non-\Veskrn cultures, and especially 
"ub-Sahal'an <lrt. The collection includes \'.'orh from all forms of ilrt including dra\ving, painting, 
,;culpturl', installations and photography. AlLhough this collection has brought interuational attention 
to work of more than eighty artists who work and live both on the continent and the Dia;:,pora, its focus 
has only bf.'en on the work created bv artists in the sub-Saharan region. Andre Magnin cocments 'The 
exhibition propo~ed for the contemporary section of Arts of Afl'icil is distinguished by the fact that it 
shows artists who live and work in black Africa, save for two who divide their time between Cameroon 
and Europe.' (wv,,'VIi.caacart,com! htm!! about_alll_en.htllll) This focus on 'black Africa' Ivithin the 
Pigozzi collection allows for the stereotyped view of' authentic' Africa being in the region south of the 
Sahara to continue. And as a result negates the exchanges and connections between the countries on the 











Th,,' PUClli1i8 Slrllldard (fHic Brian SeweJl's evaluation of the exhibition was: 
~jn followir:g thl: \'\/e'.,t/ they mimic it in witk;$ p.H'()dy, or api;' in mudem matcrl31s Jnd 
tCLl1S v;ha: littlt: ::hey know of a genuine African past, or embark on task:,> that can only b€ 
cum pie ted with tht: obses~ive ind1.l:.try 01 the deranged. Had we in the WesL . .left Africa to 
lx' :'>tE! the Dark Contine;)t 3Cld work out of Hs own purposes, J have no dotlbt that an Emil 
"I'ordfly of today could have brougi-'.t new ethr.k ODj(:;'C':;; ak beautiful as those 11<::' acquired for 
the BritiF.h Museum a century ago (Sewt:'ll cited in Donaldson March 13~ 2005). 
Clearly, Sewell's appnxiation of art from Africa is limited to the' ethnic' objects disp~ayed 
<'IS part of ethnographic exhibitions that are typical of many European museums. This 
critic {ecls that the work presentedf as part of' Africa Remix' is 'unauthentic' tainted by 
\Vestern influence and ineptly imitates \Vestern tr(tdi Huns of art creation. The individual 
modes of creation of each ot the artists included on this show are rendered irrelevant as 
a result of this critic's expectation of a recognisably African uniformity. 'Sewell then goes 
on to essentially assert that African art must remain the p1X:'~c0Ioniat art of the continent 
and that the true African artist would thus be one who IS still creatl!1g the kinds of works 
that an Emil Torday of today (some grot'some puns there) would find beautifut becau-;.e 
they reiterate cultural practices thilt were valid 200 years ago' 
(Ogbechie, s. 2005Ionlinej). 
Thequestion of'power' is central to discuss]on.sofhow African Art has been and continues 
lo be c;Hstributed gIobal1y. 1\'jami (ocments on this relationship in "Remembrance of 
Things Past - Ten years of debate about African Contempora:y Art" He asserts that; 
'Power, and there is no denying it, is in the hands of the internathmal market and 
the curator;.;. They are the ones who lay down the rules that all international artists, 
partkularJy African artists, must obey' (1998:124), According to Njami 'pmver' is also 
'in the hands' of collectors and the long established cultural tradition of circulating and 
marketing art in the \-'Vest. 
The dichotomy that exists between the powerful and the powerless within the art mlli('u 
Cc1n be con.:;jdered in relation to the the-orit .. ::" of French Sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu (1993) 
where the notion of various forms of Capitapr {'an be ~n to contextualise both positiofLs, 
These variOU5 turms of Capital are influenced by 1 he power relations that impact on the 
functioning of a certain group or sodety. I lis theory reference;; French society but 
1(1 AUldcliliC Crrprfr,i: Der; \ es from the formal edued tim: and ('an he I'I1CdSurCJ hy degrees o!' dipl~)r:"(j;: 
held. 
Unguistlc Coplfal: Concdns an ... g<:'nt',; linguisl iC n'l11pl'tcnce. 











Ciln be used as a model or framevvork to understand Capital a~ it relates to different 
social environments. Bourdieu states: '''Cultural Capital" as a form of knowledge, an 
internalised code or.a cognitive acquisition \vhich equips the social agent with empathy 
l()\vards, appreciation for or competence in deciphering cultural relations and cultural 
artefacts. He suggests that a work of art has meaning and interest only for someone who 
possesses the cultural competence that is the code, into which it is encoded' (1993:7). 
Bourdieu believes that in order to gain this code, or Capital, one has to enter into a 
long process of acquisition or learning through ones family, educated'members of ones 
social group and learning institutions. According to his theory, family, the social circle 
and education impact on the Cultural Capital one will acquire. Cultural Capital can 
according to his definition, be seen as the source of power that helps to dictate how 
successful an individual will be within a specific society. 
In his opinion, the ruling or dominant class dictate the behaviour of the lower classes 
through their social, intellectual and economic power. Hl' also states that despite the 
apparent freedom of choice in the arts in France, people's artistic preferences strongly 
correlate with their position in the social space. He asserts that class or social standing 
plays an influeutial role in determining an individual's idea of taste. His definition 
of Capital attempts to incorporate the position of artistic creation within the 'field of 
power' (the dominant power relations or ruling classes) in a specific society, the position 
of each artist competing for legitimacy within that field (the objective position/ class 
and the objective characteristics of each) and the structured and structuring dispositions 
vl/hich generate practice (the established and accepted definitions of art practice and 
how the individual fits into these categories/ characteristics). Within the context of 
Africa, the reality is that there is barely an infrastructure to support the production and 
circulation of art on the continent, which has obvious consequences for its international 
distribution. The contemporary African artist is thus virtually entirely dependent on 
Western structures to consume and validate her/his production. 
International exhibitions are often curated from existing catalogues, journals and websites 
and are also informed by recocmendations from key contacts. It is vcry evidf'nt that the 












a LOllch of tethnkity' is often sjgnificant, not only in the look of the work they prodUCl' 
bl1t r.1so in how the ()rtbt is presented to the \vorld.l1 'T;,ese altered [eaIihE's hilV(' 
<.j()(lolog-ical, economic and political, as well ilS aesthetic ctimensJOl1s. The frequent li'ek 
of <1 vlabje indigenous Drt miHkct and the resuHing constant flo\/ .. , of "cultural capital" 10 
fureign patrons are not only part of a deeply seated post-colonial economic dependency. 
;\·10re crucially, economic incentives have begun to shape the work produced. 
(Kasfir 1999:65). 
I<Zlsfir usc~ several casE' studies to illustrate how patronage acts a!:> cultural mediation 
bf:'tweet1 artists, their production a::d their audience. In her research she shmvs how 
natrons and brokers of arl act as mediators between the artist and their audience in 
r 
order to promote 01' sell \'\"ork created. Through her investigation she exposes how 
l'(()TIomk in(l;Cntivt.!S began to shape the work created by various artists. Some a:-tish; 
werC encouroged by their patrons ()r bro~ers to create- certain types of arhvork in order 
to increase the work's marketabilHy.12 Are 3rt patrons and b:okers in Sou~h Africa 
encouraging thf.' promotion of certain types of artwork to the international market? 
South African artist and art historian, Thembinkosi Goniwl' coments, 
Though the West might seem to di(t<1te ~ht: terms of entry into thr global art world, artists 
are not passive and they develop stf<1tegies lor manipulating and subverting the terms, 
However, mo.,;;t South African arH.,;;ts (and those from many other places) villose art care('n~ 
arc seductivety subjt::gated by the \'\4;~st :nust contend with b('jng dominJted. They face the 
iJ hlt example: Mo;;hckw0 Langa 1-.'3S advised. <.'<ldy in his car~r to use thE :MIi1E' Moshekwa in fav,'} 
0f hi:, other nilme Aaron or his nickname 'Blackie' and Godfled Donkor being marh,ted as a Ghan<..i<m 
:alher thim a Brit:sh artist, which he on;:'1;' ml;'mior\('d hl' identified with mOfP Onform"l COnvL'f'iation 
20(4). 
12 Tht.: most written abuut of these patrons, ["fexican born }-Jank ;-ykEwen was wry :nfluenL,ill with:.·, 
Suuthern Africa in the 1 %0;; and 1970s. He becamE [he Direl'ior of the National CalleI)-' in Zimb,"(owe 
find cSlablic;hed a ,",,'orkshop aim.l'd a': training Zimbnb,vl',ln artists. Ar" vadol1f. f'cl1lptors were 
assimil",t;:d into this work::;hop they abandom.'d th(';r e<l:-lier art creation styJ6 nnd heeded McEwen':; 
advicr> to 
. Jook deep withm them:;elYe5 to a coJ:cct:t:e Shona (lndigc!lou!' Zimb"b".,,('an lribe) mythology ilnd ~,) 
avoid anything th;\f bore the taint of 'airport.ort' a term he coined indudi!!g rcali"t rcpn,sentalions 
of ?;: kinds and connon cdrYing material" SiKh as "vnod ",nd soapstone" "The l>harp distincti..m which 
McEv.!c-n are\-'!,' between pur", origi::lal mli"lic expresslo:i ZI:1d a practice aImed at the craft and souvenir 
market VIM; deeply impress(·d upon edrly wmkshop ~culptors' (Kdsi:r 19':l9a:70. 
Kllsfir explon'~ how hoth brokerage and ratrowtgt' withirr African coumriel> (,o;1~jnued to "CIt: infh:C:lccJ 











dldCenge \)! ~t'ilig the:n~ch-t:'s: 10 en:cr t~e \Vc';.l on tnei: awl'. terms, to :esi7>t and subvert 
t]w maJ1:pulnlion and coercion 0; \\'ester:l condt~s('l,-"nsio:17 ,"':l:d-: nHK0'> them pn1ctt"bJ(' ilS 
difleJ'0nL (cit~d irl 'ian Wyk (t>d) 2004: 37) 
(;,)]11VI,'(:' makes it clear that <'llthough the West remRim, a d;;,termining power for catty 
into the global art milieu, (lnd in the context 01 South Africa, Black Zl!'"tists are still at 
the Inercy of White custodians, artists are continuously confronted vvith the challenge 
of entering this market on their own terms as well as relying on being positioned or 
marketed by others, i.e, curators, gall('rists, collectors, administrators and so on. 
The classification of Contemporary Art from Africa is 21 highly conte;-;tcd space, '.vhich 
seems to be conditioned more by \Vestern reception than artistic intention. It is cl(.'ar thnt 
the' West has and continue5 to structure the 'field of power', \vhich dictates accepted 
defjnitions of art practice. Kasnr's observation regardiag the studies of African Art 
make~ it dear that the documentation of art production thdt has taken place both pre 
and post colonisation is not adequate: f ... to refer to contemporary art exclusively as 
"Pl)stco!onial" is to deny it any deeper history and connection to what carne before 
coloni<l1 incursion - colonialism in most African countries only represents about sixty 
years out of an art hlstory extending back at least two thooSilnd years in some places.' 
(1999<1:13) This inadequate documentation of hislory and more specifically the history 
of art creation within Africa; makes it difficult to effective~y g;)l::1 the 'Cultural Capital' 
or code that \il,'ould facilitate a better undcrstandi;)g of cO!ltemporary modes of creation 
l'mployed by artists from Africa, 
Although the chronological period identified by European modernism overlap" \,.'lth 
the pl'riud marked by Contemporary African Art, and may ~ugbest a casual connection, 
varying stylistic and philosophical differences challenge this connection.p- Within 
Africa, the modem came along v;ith colonialism. 'A crucial dlff(:rence bel\veen European 
modernism and cO:lti.'mporary art in Africa is that the latter has since its inception 
been engaged in political, socia, aEd historicaI matters of interest' (Nzegwu 1998:2). 
Contemporary African art, thereforc, often is derived from radically different cultural 
l! Cwic Clement Crt:enberg cocment;;; 'There (in Alrka) '"the modern" CClffie hand :0 ha:1d with 
colo:'ialism, and is do~.cly identihed with the imptlioith.m of sorial and {;(\)nom;c Iransfcrmation oasE'd 
upon roloni.,list theories of "improving the natin"" (cikd m K.v,irr 19992:10). 












[llld historJr?lI Tf'alitics. Nkiru Nzeg1,vu!!. oakes it dear that tll{' majority of Af~ican a~ti~L.;, 
dft: aficcted by both (:olonial and po'->tcolonia: circumstano . .:s withir; thf' continent. She 
,;;.;serts that An i?Xprmdcd undcr.c,~anJillg Gf the relati0Hships between art and historical 
mc;noty~ i;\;·t and identity. art and dccoionisation as well as the varied forms of modernity 
,,\'ithin ALrie.l is sorely rice-ded (1998:2). 
NZL'g\VU asserts that an understanding of the 'contemporary' as it relates to art 
from AfrJra begins with acknowledgement of the modern era and U'S impact (m the 
ro~tmodern. is F\)stmooernism presumes a consciolls <)\.\.'areneS5 of modernism and i~s 
success, failure~; and limitations. Within lhe context of Africa, varyjng 'modernitjf:'S' 
\Vere experienced at different times, making interpft'tations (If the postmOdE-Tn sporadic 
and highly indlvidua\ (1999:'13-14). Artist and art historia!1, SaHah Hassan ~t~ltes that the 
u:nbrdla term' cont<-mporary', used loosely, signifies a wide range of artistic forms ~md 
traditions without real eng~lgement with the theoretical or methodological questions 
raised through the work.";' U~ed more strictly, this term rder:-; to paintings, sculptures 
and prints of formally trained artists and marks the distinction between, ;:" .educationZllly 
and non-educationally trained artists' (Nzegwu 1998: 3), 
H is stilL however, difficult for Africans as well as the rest of the world to adequately 
contextualise Contemporary African Art. It is very d€ar thwt patronage, art hio:,tol)' and 
theory as well as the general markf't for art is dictated and dominak"Cl by the \t\'est and 
this has a broad impact on Africans themselves, even when in a position of power. This 
dilectna is highlighted in the opinion piece: "Save the Johannesburg Biennale/Suo Palllo 
;:md the Africans" by Rasheed Araeen. The second Johannesburg Biennale which ;.vas 
curated bv African art critic, vaiter and curator, Okuwi Enwezor, W;:'lS cocmer.ted on; 
When Mr. Enwc>zor was appointed it was. hoped that hI? as an African \!;'ould undeTStacd 
this ar~d would pay special attc>ntio!l. to South Africa's achievements; ,1::1d would provide a 
F 'It is acutely cha:::0(:t!rised by fragcwntation of realities and ackIinwJl'dgp~, rej.:ction of the 
t'p;~tPt7!ology of Eurn .. ~ntl iRm, n!ld the revelation of the pSIO'udo-fwtun, of the positivist concepts of 
univeri',illi"m dod u:Jjectivily", .",hat underscored cultural multiplici.ty, facilitated the C(lcxistenc{' ot 
n:ullipi(' (,thnkHit's, encouraged rcsistance to hegemonic domination, initiated .:inti~imperiilli"l stn;ggl..'s, 
supporkd tr.1nh~cultur"lh;4"ltion of value-" cmd di!>l'lipted the notion ofh;s!ory 4"1'4 p~ogre$s;vt: dnd linear' 
(N!"(:gv,'u 199(!;4;, 
j( 'Used loo!;ely, "contemporary art" adumbrates a:1 '6sortf:1ent oj StY;C5 tar-glug fr(;m rCi1:isllandscape~, 
portl'ai~ and 4t1"l.u'X't :>(cnes, to lnythologicn: and 5piri!uai ::.yrnbolbm, and from mabe"qu{', geonll.'ttic ,'nd 
hardedged abslradw:1.1ndud .. ,:j in thi~ vibrar:.! f"de:::tic mix are ceotradi,:ional scu!ptun:6, (X'ramlfs .md 











platform for South Africa to have a dialogue wi th "the international art cocmunity" on this 
basis . .. Instead of developing and asserting its unique id entity, different from other biennials, 
formed by the dyn~mjc of its own historical conditions, the Johannesburg Biennale ended 
lip mimicking what was happening in other parts of the western world . The Johannesburg 
Biennale, in my view, waS a failure. It was a case of a missed opportunity for which South 
Africa had to pay a heavy price, in tenns of its intellectual energy, efforts and economic 
resources which could have been used for much more useful purposes 
(Araeen 2000. [online]). 
It seems to have been assumed and hoped that as an African, and prominent contributor 
to contemporary discourse concerned with art from Africa, Enwezor would or should 
have been able to present and engage with the artwork selected for the Biennale in a 
different way. 
According to A raeen, Enwezor's treatment of this exhibition failed . Enwezor, has been 
a sjgnificant presence in the reconsideration of Africa and written extensively on and 
frequently cura ted Contemporary Art from Africa and therefore, it could be argued 
tha t Araeen should certainly have expectations of him. Araeen was in the hope that 
Enwezor would take into account the dynamics of South Africa's past and present 
historical conditions and in so doing, make this Biennale 'differen t from other biennales'. 
His argument is tha t the second Johannesbu rg Biennale did not present a view of 
contemporary African art that was different to that seen on other such shows across the 
world. 
Wha t do African or Asian (for that matter Latin American) curators do when they are 
<lllowed into thi s dominant system with its colonial institutional structures sti ll intact? Do 
they challenge or reinforce them? We must ask these questions because withou t asking these 
questions we would fall into the kind of anti-establishment rhetorics whose only purpose is 
to ga in an entry into the system without a new vision and radical agenda to change it. 
(Araeen 2000. [online]) 
Araeen's expecta tions, although somewhat founded seem to express the same kind of 
short-sighted view shown in Sewell's argument regarding ' Africa Remix'. Al though it is 
true that Enwezor should or could have given more attention to South Africa's historical 
contex t while making decisions about what artists are included in the show and how their 
work is presented, the thought that as an African he would somehow automatically be 
better able to do this is equally problematic. The expectation of Black l African curators 
and critics to be able to represent or speak for Black people I Africans, negates indivjdual 
experiences and reinforces the impression that there is a homogenous' Africaness' or 











although African curators, artists and critics are beginning to create shifts toward an 
irtdependent vision, the West still determines the 'field of power' in which we all continue 























"You "ever forget you are a woman and you never Jorget you are black" 
The above cocment·was made by Gabsile Ngcobo, a you~g ,woman artist and curator 
Jiving and working in contemporary South Africa, in the film The luggage is sLilllabelied 
by Vuyile Voyiya and Julie McGee. This documentary, made in 2003, was aimed at 
highlighting the experiences of various artists in South Africa. The focal point of the 
discussion was on the inescapable labels of 'Black Artist' and ' Black Art' within the 
context of contemporary South Africa. It is made clear through the discussions within 
this film, that the residue of the country's history of Apartheid cannot be separated from 
the present. 
The implementation of the Apartheid laws in 1948 encou raged and enforced racial di vides, 
especially concerning the education avai lable to certain groups of the South African 
population. Legislation regarding living areas as well as other forms of segregation that 
discriminated against those who were classified as 'non-Whitel\7 citizens was enforced. 
'Apartheid has been notoriously effective in Withholding al l but the most basic education 
from the majority of the South African population, a strategy created by its government 
to prepare Black South Africans for the most menial of occupations,!8 (Atkinson and 
Breitz, 1999:14). The segment of South Africa's population that was classified as ' Black' 
according to these rules, were provided with education that intentionally limited 
intellectual empowerment and therefore employment and income. 
The development of a society based on the principles of Apartheid created a c1assstructur. 
based on racial difference. Within the context of South Africa the 'field of power' was 
and largely sti ll is dominated by a White minority which has resulted in social and 
professional positioning that has caused black artists (particu larly Black women) to have 
to compete for legitimacy irrespective of the quantity or quality of Cultural Capital they 
each possess. 
17 'Non-wi/itt': encompasses a ll those th:.t were historically classified during the colonjal and Apartheid 
periods as other than European or White (Oxford English Dictionary, 1996). 
18 The Bantu Education Act of 1953 enforced the provision of separate and unequal education for 
the Africa n population. 'The result was, and continues to be, stark inequalities in the entire range of 
educational conditions - school buildings, sports and other recreational facilities, staff-pupil ratios, 
qualifications of teacherS, subjects taught and so forth. This in tum is renected in the quality of the 
education available to Africans and the level of education they achieve as compared to whHes' (South 












provides examples of how race and ethnicity have contributed to the construction of 
femjnine and masculine behavior and work, and how this construction then influences 
the style, meaning ilnd areas of artistic creation .in which men and women operate. 
However, she unfortunately provides very little information about the Black woman 
artist's pOSition in her observations. 
Brenda Atkinson and Candice Breitz, editors of the book Grey Areas: Representatiol1, 
Jdentity and Politics in Contemporary South African Art emphasise the social and political 
conditions that have contributed to the formation of representation and identity in 
Sou th African art. This collection of essays by various contributors provides a diverse 
range of perspectives relating to knowledge of the factors that influence representation 
and therefore the way in which artists in South Africa, particularly women artists, view 
themselves as well as the ways in which others view them . 
Atkinson interviewed artist Bongi Dhlomo-Mautloa who relates her experience of 
being a South African artist trained, living and working in the contemporary art world . 
She provides an account of how her poJitical, social and economic background has 
contributed to her identification of herself as a Black woman artist. Dhlomo-Mautloa 
further cocments on how she has been represented as well as misrepresented and how 
this has influenced her self image. She states; 'The problems that existed when I first 
joined the art field have not changed. At every point I am made to remember that I am a 
Black woman in South Africa' (cited in Atkinson 1999:118). 
South African artist Bongekile Bengu, provides insight into her experience as a young 
Black woman artist that has received training in European art history and theory. She 
was educated in the United States of America and completed her Masters in Fine Art at 
the Michaelis School of Fine Art at the University of Cape Town. Her interview for the 
African Arts Journal of the sucmer 2000 provides a personal account of her position. She 
mentions the fact that there are certain stereotypes associa ted with the perceived identity 
of the Black woman and more specifically, the Black woman artist in South Africa. 'Every 
day 1 experience s tereotyping, racism and sexism. Women, especially Black. women are 
still not taken seriously' (Coleman 2000: 46). Dhlomo-Mautloa, Ngcobo and Bengu make 
it clear that they too consistently remind themselves and are always reminded by others 











Bengu's work received no critical discourse between the years 1997 and 1999 when she 
held her first solo exhibitions. 'Viewers dismissed her imagery of strong Black women 
as 'romantic', and her interest in producing "African" imagery as either exclusive in 
its insistence on Black experience or too inclusive in its perspective that transcends the 
loca l' (Coleman 2000:47). Bengu felt as if people were too threatened to speak or felt the 
work insignificant or were unsure what to conclude. This is experienced by other Black 
artists, including myself in various circumstances. 
A varie ty of assumptions are made about me as an artist as well as the work I create as 
a result of my chosen medium in the context of my being African. Many people have 
associated my choice to use the organic material of cowhide with my cu lrural background. 
There has been the thought that this material directly relates to the practice of giving and 
receiving lobola. 19 J was unsure of how to feel about these responses, as my work was 
never intended to directly reference this practice. What' code' was being applied to the 
understanding of my work? Were those assumptions fuelled by the fact that I am a BLack 
woman artist working in this medium? Would the same conclusions be reached if I were 
making the S<1me work but was not Black or female? 
My educational experience is one that was historically reserved for and accessible to the 
WhHe population of this country. I have since the beginning of my education attended 
historically 'White only' schools and therefore received the same type of education as my 
White peers. Through the type of education I have received as well as my cultural and 
family influences, I have experienced a combination of 'privileges' (which has provided 
me with a form of Culhlral Capital not accessible to many other Black learners that were 
educated during the same period) and a strong understanding of my heritage. Does the 
material I use reflect the type of education I have received in art creation? How is my 
work received and understood or misunderstood as a result of a lack of understanding 
of the material I choose to use? 
19 Lobo/a: An exchange indigenous 10 the Nguni people of Southern Africa, tJlat occurs between two 
families as an act of good fai th and a solidifier of the promise of marriage. The fami ly of a woman 
promised to be married is presenled with cows as a gift of exchange and good will (rom the family of 
the man she is to marry. This practiC1" has reC1"ntly !>egUll 10 receive criticism that it encourages cmd 












I recently participated in a group exhibition held at Centro Atlantico De Arte Modemo 
(CAAM), in Las Palmas de Grand Canaria (Canary Islands). This exhibition entitled 
'Olvida Quein Soy 3 Erase me from who I am' was aimed at p resenting new w ays o f 
viewing art from South Africa and developing new conversations around the work as 
well as the artists from this region. It was therefore very surprising to read the first draft 
o f one of the catalogue essays regarding my work. In an essay entitled "Perspectives on 
African embodiment", a scholarly writer wrole the following CDement: 
In the final section of this paper, I would li ke to CDcmen t very briefly on a few works from the 
exhibition Olvida quien soy / Erase me from whom I am in relation to two' important (and, 
yes, variously problematic) themes: animals and masks. Historically, one of the cocmonest 
ways of denying the humanity of African people was to compare them to anima ls; for 
contemporary artists, therefore, to evoke the animal as symboJ of the human is a s tra tegy, 
whjch is not without risk. In the late 1970s, fOl example, South African a rtist Ezrom Legae 
used images of chickens -- plucked, mutilated, even crucified -- to represent the suffering 
of black South Africans, particularly the chi ldren of the Soweto uprising. Not the grea test 
example of symbolism, yo,u might think, but for Legae, it was the sheer numbers of chickens 
-- you could kill one, but there would always be another to take;ts place -- which made 
them useful images of humble, but hopeful, resis tance . The stra tegy adopted in Nandipha 
Mntambo's "Stepping into self" US THAT THE CORRECT TlTlE??l from Olvida 
qui en soy is both bolder and riskier. Here, a series of slim female torsos cons tructed 
of different kinds of fur move in procession, with an upright posture, which seems to 
exude confidence. On one level, this recalls an earlier piece of South African art such as 
Sydney Kumalo's JlWalking Torso 111" from 1978, but whereas Kumalo's torso evokes a 
generalised humanity via its anonymous, non-racialised musculature, Mntambo 'steps 
into' a particular identity which is female, and 'black' (the fur is predominantly black), 
and which bravely confronts a history of racist associations of Africans and monkeys 
(Unpublished draft of essay for possible use in the 'Olvida Quein Soy -Erase me from who 
I am' exhibition catalogue).2o 
The writer, while preceding his cocment with a range of appropria tely referenced 
observations and readings on the misrepresentation of Afr icans, lS not offering any art 
critical insight to my work, but an interpretation that is based on racial and gender 
stereotypes as well as inappropriate assumptions. Regardless of the countless efforts I 
made to provide him with information about my work with regard to material, process 
and intention, it is clear that the information was considered unimportant to the writer. 












He unfortunately had not even bothered to use the correct title for the work displayed, 
this seems to have amplified hjs misreading of the work I create. Balandzeli, (the work 
included in this exhibition) is made from a particular animal: a cow. Does the use of 
animal skin implicitly make any reference to a 'monkey' or its related racist associations? 
To which Africans does the association of 'monkeys' refer? All Africans? South Africans? 
Does the aesthetic decision to use black hide necessarily indicate identity as a Black 
woman? 
A colleague has mentioned time and time again that the fact that I am Biack and working 
in this medium will cause people to have certain associations or expectations of my work. 
She believes that I perpetuate stereotypical thought because of my choice of materials 
such as hide, bone and beads. Therefore according to this conclusion, to create what I 
want, in the media I prefer will always be read and interpreted in a certain way. 
There seem to be expectations and assumptions by non-Black observers and critics 
regarding what sort of art Black artists produce. This implies that it is essentially' different' 
and should fulfil certain criteria that make it identifiably 'Black' as several cocments 
by artists and critics in Voyiya and McGee's video (2003) indicate. Goniwe cocments; 
'The term 'Black Artist' seems to imply that certain themes, ideas and stylistic traits will 
be stereotypical to this art creation.' South African artist Moshekwa Langa coements; 
'People are looking for specific ideas of Blackness but when they meet something that is 
not so clear cut, it's a huge problem. So if I don't fit into that mould, then I am not Black' 
South African art critic Lloyd Pollack states, 'No set of criteria has been established for 
the critiquing of 'Black Art' the notion of quality is judged by a very narrow and selective 
white frame of reference' (Voyiya & McGee 2003). 
The assumption that there is a fundamental 'Blackness' or 'Black experience' and that 
art made by Black artists, whilst it is indeed assessed from a selective White frame of 
reference, needs its own set of criteria for critique is short-sighted. This kind of thinking 
suggests that there is a homogenous 'Blackness' and negates individual intentions and 
experiences. 
SadJy, conservative white artists and critics who control the cultural production of writing 
about art seem to have the greatest difficulty accepting that one can be critically aware of 
visual politics - the way race, gender, and dass shape art practices (who makes art, how 











aesthetics. Black artists and critics must continuously comront an art world so rooted in a 
poLitics of white-supremacist capitalist patriarchal exclusion that our relationship to art and 
aesthetics can be sL!bmerged by the effort to challenge and change this existing structure 
(hooks 1995:5). 
While bell hooks makes reference to the situation inAmerica in her writing, her viewpoint 
is pertinent to South Africa, where control of cultural production and consumption is 
still by predominantly determined by White individua1s, as well as the continent and 
the Diaspora where the Western model is either practiced or dominates from afar. 
Frieda H. W. Tesfagiorgis states; 'Without a discourse of their own, Black women artists 
remain fixed in the trajectory of displacement, hardly moving beyond the defensive 
posture of merely responding to their objectification by others' (Bobo 2001:147). 
Tesfagiorgis makes it clear that discourse and dialogue surrounding the work created 
by Black women is important and that positioning one's self rather than allowing or 
relying on being positioned by others is key in avoiding objectification. Tesfagiorgis 
states that artists, Black women in particular, need to clearly articulate how they would 
Jike their work to be understood rather than only relying on critics and writers who 
may misinterpret the work they create. It seems more important for artists in general to 
position themselves within art discourse so as to avoid being positioned by others. 
As an emerging artist, attempting to take ownership of my position and locating both 
my artistic creation and theoretical discussion of my work is paramount. My choice 
to use a culturally and historically loaded material within a context that is somewhat 
removed from these aspects is a part of my positioning myself both in the centre and on 
the margins of both Nguni and Western cultural practices. Within the inescapable reality 
of being stereotyped because of my location, gender and race, I am positioned by others 
























J create work in a material that historically has certain associations find is linked to my 
etdtural background in certain ways but exists within a context that is removed from 
these aspects although I am still located in Africa. Subjective views of the significance 
of this material, drawn from the past but with reference to the present are particularly 
interesting to me. There has been the question of whether my work is African or has links 
to my Africaness. The work I create definitely has some African link but not exclusively. 
II is my wish to examine the broader space that my work could occupy, allowing it to 
exist outside the confines of the reductive readings expressed so tar. 
Existing and working within the binary21 of Western and Nguni cultural practices places 
the work I create in a complex space. Working and existing 'between worlds' presents 
varying opportunities and challenges for individual artists who are located in Africa, 
or within the Diaspora. The binary opposition occurring between the West (dominant 
centre) and Africa (subordinate margin) as it relates to the creation and reception of 
art is expressed through the work created by artists such as Sokari Douglas Camp and 
Godlried Donkor. 
Nigerian born Sokari Douglas Camp is a Black woman artist who lives and works 
in London. Feminist critic Jacqueline Bobo cocments; 'She has placed herself in an 
envirorunent where she can freely produce what she chooses without experiencing the 
limita tions imposed on her by Kalabari22 or other traditions' (2001 :151). Camp creates 
work that is impressionistic drawing on themes of masquerade, symbolic forms, colours, 
textures and sounds. She works in metal, a material that within Kalabari conventions of 
art creation is restricted to male production. Camp's subversion of assigned male and 
female roles wi thin Kalabari cultural practices would, according to this cocment, not be 
well received in Nigeria. Bobo seems to suggest that Camp is free to produce what she 
likes because of her choice to locate herself within the Diaspora. Does this then imply 
that she would not be creating the same type of work or be as successful if she were still 
living and working in Africa? 
2 1 Biliary or Binary Opposition: 'BinilrY oppositions reduce the potential of difference into polar opposites: 
Self l Ot her, rational/ emotional. metropolisl periphery. In binarism, One te rm represents the dominant 
cenlTe, the other term represents the subordinate margin' (Sarup 1996:57). Within this context the 
'dominant ce-n lre' is represented by Western influences and the 'subordinate margin' by Nguni 
influences. 
22 Kn}noori: The Kalahari are an Ijo-speaking people who live on 23 is lands in the Niger delta of south-











Sokari Douglas Camp 
Flying fish Wit/I bubilies 
Steel, wood and fea thers 
232 em (H) 
1995 
28 
Sokari Douglas Camp 
lrinbo woman jn her prime 
Wood, steel and mirrors 












Artist Codfried Donker expressed similar feelings in his lecture held a t the Michaelis 
School of Fine Art on the 27 March 2007. Donkor is a Ghanaian born artist who moved to 
Bri tain at a young age and has lived there as well as in the Caribbean since. His work is 
great ly influenced by the presence of Africa and Africans in 18 th century Britain as well as 
the British colony of the Caribbean. He locates himself as a 'British, African and Caribbean' 
and asser ts his identification with all three places. Through the use of collage, Donkor 
has used both colonial and more contemporary imagery to express his thoughts on the 
cocmodification of the Black body. His series of work titled Madonnas comprises collected 
images of contemporary Caribbean 'pin-up' girls, a print of Christopher Columbus' ship 
as well as various slave ships used to transport Black people to what would become the 
African Diaspora. These seemingly objectifying and highly opinionated images have 
been met with various responses all over the world. Don1<or mentio.ned that although he 
has shown these images in various exhibitions world wide, according to an art dealer he 
works with in Ghana, he would never be able to show them there. The art dealer made 
it clear that this type of imagery would be seen as offensive and obscene, within the 
context of Ghana because of their content. 
Codiried Donkor 
Madonnas 














It is clear that the choice to locate oneself as part of the Diaspora, rather than in Africa, 
presents a different set of circumstances and opportunHies. The ability to move between 
the two locations/ positions allows artists like Camp and Donkor, cu rators and writers 
like Njami and Enwezor, to exist both on the 'margin' (identified with Africa and some of 
the more stereotypical ideas of how Africans are understood) and in the 'centre' (located 
in the West), therefore being able to function more freely. 
Within the context of the globalised world, where migra tion and the greater receptiveness 
to non-Western cultural practices is on the increase, many artists both on the African 
continent and in other parts of the world find themselves occupying the space of the 
hybrid .23 Artists such as Iranian born Shirin Neshat and Nigerian born artist Yinka 
Shonibare explore their multicultural influences as well as their individual hybrid 
positions through their art creation. Both artists use themselves as object and subject of 
some of the work they create and make reference to their individual cultural backgrounds 
as well as Western cultural practices. 
Shirin Neshat lives and work in the United States of America, she left Iran in 1974 and 
did not re tu rn u.ntil 1990. The work she began to create depicts the role of women in 
Iran and the phenomenon of veiling behind a black chador. 24 Through her use of herself 
as well as other Islamic women, Neshat uses the mediums of photography and film in 
her explorations of the topic of Feminism and contemporary Islam. Her four-part video 
work The Shadow under the Web which is screened simultaneously anal! four corners of an 
exhibi tion room, depicts a woman in a chador (Neshat herself) running uninterruptedly 
beside a his toric city wall, through a mosque or bazaar and down empty narrow alleys. 
The locations chosen for this film make reference to the divisions of public (occupied 
by men) and private (occupied by women) spaces within Islamic society. 'Neshat's film, 
w hich contains biographical features and whose subject is the transition between two 
worlds, contains - like her subsequent videos as well - delibera te inconsistencies that 
bring out the different societal structures, patterns of behavior a0d thought, taboos 
2l Hybrid: Something made up of a mixture of different elements. 'In the case of cultural identities, 
hybridi ty refers to the f .. etthat cultures are not discrete phenomena; instead, they are always in con tact 
with one another and this contact leads to cultural mixed-ness' (Huddart 2006:7). 
!4 ClJador: a dark traditional garment worn by Muslim and sometimes by Hindu women that covers 











and contradictions of Western and Islamic society' (Grosenick (ed) 2001:383). Neshat's 
experiences of both Western and Islamic cultural practices allow her to coement on both 
positions and how they relate to her art crea tion. 
Shirin Neshat 
The Shadow IInder the Web 
Video insta ll ation 
1997 
Shonibare (2004) describes himself as a 'post-colonial hybrid' and presents a pioneering 
artis tic contribution to the current and contemporary discourse around globalisation, 
His work ranges from sculpture displayed in installation format, photography as well 
as painting. His staged photographs explore his position on both sides of the binary 
of Western and African historical context. The series of photographs titled Diary of n 
Victorian Dandy shows him masquerading as a Victorian Dandy.2.'i Within these pictures, 
Shonibare portrays himself as the ' perfect Victorian man', his posi tioning at the centre with 
everybody's gaze, implies that he is the object of desire. Shonibare seeks to deconstruct 
expectations of the Victorian narrative by portraying a Black person (himself) as a member 
of the aristocracy. It would have been most unusual to encounter a Black person in the 













circumstances stages within his photographs.26 Through the work Shonibare creates, he 
makes transparent the dichotomy between Africa and Europe and interpretations of the 
'exotic other' and \:ivilised European' . 'Shonibare's work challenges aJl of us to take 
transtexuality seriously. We're not black or white, Igbo or Nigerian, European or African. 
We are all of these at the same time and from time to time' (2004:23). Through his use 
of textiles that have become identified as 'typically African' within his sculptural work, 
Shonibare provokes and disrupts perceptions of identity. Shonibare's use of patterned 
batik fabrics, which are produced in the West and then exported toAfnca, highlights the 
contradictions that are present within what is imagined to be 'authentic'.lnternationally, 
these fabrics, although they bare Western trademarks, have become associated w ith 
'typically African' design and textile making style. Within the context of Africa however, 
the wax brands form Holland and England are considered a mark of authenticity as 
they are seen to be of highest quality available. Shonibare's work makes it clear that our 
individual identities are influenced by the global world and upsets fixed notions of what 
is perceived to be European and African through his art production. 
My engagement with material and the possibilities that cow hide presents with regards 
to art production and how this relates to my straddling between Western and Nguni 
Yinka Shonibare 
Diary of a Victorian Dnndy 
Series of 5 C·prin ls 
183 x 228.6 em 
1998 
26 During the Victorian period, most black people who Jived in England/Europe were se rvan ts or 













cultural practices is with the aim to disrupt perceptions and preconceptions of identity. 
Through the use of myself as both subject and object I explore how multicultural 
influences have impacted on my artistic creation. Like the work produced by Shonibare 
and Neshat I seek to make it clear that our individual identities are influenced by the 
global world where the binary oppositions of center ("Vest) and margin (Africa) are in 
constant flux. Like Shorubare and Janine Antoni who I discuss later, I seek to challenge 
perceptions and stereotypes of both art materials and production. These two artists 
engage with material in ways that are influenced by their indivj~uaJ backgrounds but 
exist within a space that is removed from these cultural identities. As in Shonibare' s case 
the material I choose to use has certain inescapable cultural associations, unlike Neshat 
Yinka Shoniba re 
Boy/Girl 
Life-size mannequin, Dutch wax 
printed cotton 












however, my intention is no t to consciously cocment on cultural traditions. The animals 
I use are bred to be killed and their body parts consumed in various ways within a 
contemporary context. They are not animals tha t have been bred within a Nguni kraal 
or with the intention of being used within Nguni cultural practice. Although cows have 
been significant in my memories of certain aspects of Nguni cu1tu ra lli fe, the animals I 
























Although I do not directly reference Nguni cultural practice in my work, I am conscious 
that my experience and heritage is present. Through the medium of cowhide I have 
investigated notions of personal and cultural memory. My subconscious27 thoughts and 
how these trans late into dreams that in turn influence the artwork I create has become an 
important aspect 01 my process. My first body of work began from the residue of a dream: 
something that had come to me in my conscious state and relayed itself through my 
unconscious. This dialogue between the dichotomies of my consdous and subconscious 
makes reference to methods employed by various art practitioners.28 Contemporary 
artists like South African sculptor, Noria Mabasa have been inspired in similar ways and 
continue to draw inspiration for their creation in this way. 'If I start to work with clay or 
wood, I don't see anything. Then as I start it comes to me here (points to her head) and 
then it's comjng and coming and J don' t know how, but it is woryderfuJ and the piece 
becomes something .. .' (cited in Press(ed) 2003:15). 
Subjective views of the significance of cowhide, drawn from the past but with reference 
to the present impact on both understanding and engagement with the work I create. 
The cultural and historical memory associated with this material is it continuous element 
in the interpretation and experience of my work. 
According to the model employed by Caldicott and Fuchs (2003) in Cultural Memory: 
essays on European literature and history, individuals of a group rely on the collective to 
assist them in acquiring memories of their combined past or history. Indi vidual memories 
of the past. although dependent on coUective experience, have a unique reference point 
to the self as a ' locative system', Memory is thus not typically an individual attribute but 
is shaped by the society that an individual emerges from. We therefore, according to this 
theory, remember the past from the perspective of our contemporary world. This locates 
our memories in-between the past and the present. 
'Memory as a relationship to a meaningful past can therefore change according to the 
27 SllbconsciollS: Mentill activity nol directly perceived by your consciousness, from which memories, 
feelings, or thoughts can influence your behaviour without you realising it (Encarta World English 
Dictionary). 
28 M"ny Surrealist artists have drawn s trong Jinks to unconscious processes and how drea ms influence 
the ir production . This is true for many works of created in the era of Modem Expressionism as well as 












emerging needs of an individual or group. Its time-horizon spans the past, the present, and 
the fuhlre: the past is retrieved in the present with a view to providing some orientation for 
the future. This go~s some way towards explaining why we forget, rediscover, and rev ise 
aspects of our personal and collective pasts. Thus memories a;e not static representations of 
past events but "advancing stories" through whidl individuals and cocmunities forge their 
sense of identi ty' (2003: 12). 
Therefore, it can be said that history, memory, narrative and fiction are fused in the 
collective or individual response to a prevailing situation or opinion, which we may 
choose to call 'culture'. Just as memory can be individual or collective, the concept of 
culture may be objective or subjective. Culture as it is understood, is influenced by a 
measure of fact (based on fact rather than thought or opinion) and fiction (based on 
opinion rather than facts or evidence). 
My individual encounters with Nguni history through both my family and icmediate 
cocmunity have influenced my understanding of this cultural practice. The forgotten, 
redjscovered and revised aspects of the collective experience of belonging to this 
group have influenced the position of my individual location within the present. My 
experiences of the significance of cows and their role as sacrifices in rituals of birth, 
initiation, marriage, thanksgiving, Ukul1gxengxeza'29 and death, have fuelled my interest 
in the material of cowhide. The cow as a primary producer, both in Life and death, of 
many valuable products useful to humans has become a focal point of the significance 
of this material within my art creation. 
The roles played by both men and women within both Nguni and Western society are 
defined and based on a patriarchal structure. Within a Nguni cultural context it is seen 
as particularly inappropriate and taboo for women to involve themselves in rituals or 
activities reserved only for males within the group. The primary responsibility of the 
men is in the grazing land; they are assigned with the task of looking afte r the group's 
arumals.30 Women however are responsible for the agricu Iture and home keeping for 
the group and are not encouraged to involve themselves with any activity related to the 
bir th, keeping or death of cattle or any other livestock. 'The cattle kraal is exclusively 
under the control of males and it is where they slaughter all sacrificial animals' (Mnende 
1999:6). 
29 Ukungxengxeza: appeasement. 












The sacrificed animals are then skinned and the meat of the animal is passed onto the 
women in the group for cooking. Men are in charge of the tanning and preservation 
of the hide, which .is then used for various purposes. Each male within the group is 
responsible for the making of his own attire. The making of ibhselw)I, wngqizo3:?, ihawun 
and jsicocOM is taught by the older men in the group and passed on through oral and 
practical teaching to younger and teenage males. Women only use and prepare the hide 
of an animal to create their own garments (skirts and chest coverings) as well as those 
worn by their young children. (Informal conversation with Rev. T.v. Mntambo 24 March 
2007) 
My use of the hide of cows for the creation of my artwork disrupls the binary of assigned 
male and female roles, both in the contemporary and past. Resp0r:tses to an installation 
I recently created h.we made it clear that being a woman working in this material 
interrupts expectations of both the role of women within Nguni cultural practices as 
well as the artwork women create within a contemporary context. A group of older 
Black men discussing my work had the thought that it had to have been created by a 
male artist. In their opinion and also as a result of their lived experiences, working in the 
medium of cowhide was reserved for men and was not women's work, They were very 
confused and listened in disbelief to the fact that I was the artist. 
Through challenging the accepted patriarchal structure as well as perceived divisions of 
labour within Nguni traditional practice, it can be said that the work r create is a form 
of subconscious defiance or deviance from these norms. As men would traditionally 
create shields used for protection, the works I have created are hollow casings and can 
be interpreted as a protective covering or something that has been shed. The work I have 
produced is reminiscent of objects such as containers, shells, casings, coverings, shields, 
armor, and crusts. What viewers see is the absence of the physical body: the illusion and 
residue of what was. Due to the way I choose to hang my work, I would like for viewers 
to be given the illusion that they can 'step into' the hide and become part of the artwork 
or take up a space or position that is not theirs. This is a negative space that only exists 
31 lbeslw: Cowhide skirt worn by men as a covering for their buttocks. 
32 U"'8qizo: Shin coverings usuillly made of sheepskin. 
33 Jl1I'1wu: Shield made from cowhide. 











between sculptures or between the work and the actual installation space where it is 
hung. While aspects of my cultural heritage may be present in the conception of the 
forms J create, it is not implicit in the way in which I hope. the viewer will engage with 






















The female body is the focus of my practical production and therefore could be associated 
with Feminism. The interrogation of representations of the female body has been central 
to aspects of Fem irusm.3S The umbrella term Feminism does not refer to one but rather 
several branches of feminis t thought. Feminist critic and writer, bell h ooks asserts that, 
'Feminism is a movement to end sexism, sexist exploitation, and oppression' (hooks 
2000:8). A main concern in much Feminist writing on visual arts has been the gaze or 
the look. It has been argued that the portrayal of women in images, are constructed in 
order to be looked at by men (Bonner & Goodman 1992:14). Feminis t critics, writers and 
ar tists have al1 worked at challenging this dissycmetry with some success, The term 
Feminism has most often been defined and used by middle-class White women living 
predominantly in Europe, the United States of America, Canada and Australia. Much 
of the earlier writing on this subject did not take into account the experience of Black 
women within these environments. Although both Black and White women were and 
continue to be affected by patriarchal systems, Black women found themselves doubly 
impacted on by patriarchal rule and White supremacy (Cliff 1992:142). Black feminist 
writing that acknowledges this position is from the perspective of African American 
women and their views on the oppression and marginalisation they have, and to a 
degree still encounter. 
Since the 19605 women artists in the West have been particularly concerned with 
asserting control over how their bodies are viewed and understood. Women artists have 
experimented variously with images of the fem ale body to oppose construction of the 
feminine, for the (mostly) male g'aze. Representationsof the female body va ried assomeot 
these artists chose to use the images of other women while others opted to use themselves 
as both object and subject of their creation. Performance artist Elanor Antin presented a 
work in which she lost ten pounds of her body weight over thirty-six days. During this 
performance she took a series of one hundred and forty four pictures documenting her 
transformation. This work titled, Carving, A Traditional Sculpture demonstrates the way 
masculine visual ideology, through its power over women's representations within the 
media, can make women sculpt themselves to fit this mould. 
35 Feminism: ' Feminis m as a "word" has most o ften and most extensively been defined and employed 
by middle-class white women, predominantl y in Europe, the USA, Canada and Australia. But the larger 
project of feminism - its implicat ions, its perspectives, its st r<1tegies, its possibilities - appea ls (albeit 












I have chosen not to examine my work in a Feminist context but to consider it in relation 
to explorations of the female body in recent work by two South African artists. Lolo 
Veleko and Zanele. Muholi, could be argued to be challenging the roles historically 
associated with Black women as well as the art they create. Veleko and Muholi use their 
bodies and those of others to explore various aspects and interpretations of 'Blackness' 
and the female body. Both women are photographers, which is still a comparatively rare 
medium for Black women art practitioners, working and living in South Africa. 
Lola Veleko, in her series of photographs entitled Nol Bloc [sic] Enougit uses herself as the 
subject of her exploration and interpretation of ' Blackness'. She uses clothing, makeup 
and cropping of her photographs to create various guises and disguises. Through 
creating different versions of herself she problematises the thought that there is a single 
















Zanele Muholi, in her photographs of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex 
individuals within the Johannesburg cocmunity confronts expectations on how the 
Black body has beeR and should be portrayed. She presents a sruft in the dynamics of 
representation through her use of herself and others as subjects and ' ... Zanele Muholi 
ushers in a new language to articulate Black lesbian sexuality creatively and politically 
at the same time. She visualises it, represents it, captures it, defines it traces its routes, 
and imagines its world anew' (Ngcobo 2006 [onlineJ). Through her work she explores 
aspects of contemporary culture engaging with themes ranging from virgini ty testing 
within Zulu culture, homophobia and sexual orientation within the Black cocmunity as 
well as the stereotypes associa ted with gender. Muholi's work emphasises the importance 
of looking beyond just the image of her subjects, and so encourages greater engagement 
with the nuanced meanings of the various layers of Black South African lesbian life, Her 
work does not present an all-encompassing view of Black lesbian women but forces 
viewers to respond to what they see (or avoid), thus confronting their own assumprions. 
Her imagery invites new conversations about how women, specifically Black women 
are represented and challenges reductive reading of her subject. 

















The people that these arns ts photograph, including themselves, are 'Black' and yet 
present a wide spectrum of experiences, which reinforce the fact that there is no single 
viewpoint or interpretation of ' Blackness' and interfere with expectations of Black 
experience and representation. Both these women are from vastly different backgrounds 
and have had individual experiences of the art milieu. They present artvvork concerned 
with very different realities that do not link their subjects in any particular way. It is 
dear that the work created by both these artists and hopefully the work presented for 
this degree, challenge prevailing notions of and assumptions about the nature of Black 
Art or art made by Black people and particularly women, whether it'be in the content, 
medium, interpretation, or all three. 
As mentioned, my chosen medium of cowhide has sparked various assumptions about 
me as an artist as well as the work I create. Many people have and continue to associate 
my choice to use this organic material with my cultural background, parlicuJarly practices 
such as lobola because of the link between women and cattle. My intention is rather to 
disrupt expectations and explore possibiHties of the representation of the female body. 
While cowhide may not be a particularly surprising medium for an African woman to 
use in art making, presenting the life size female body in fragments, a hai r covered body 
that is usually virtually hairless, cast from life and presented in an installation format is 
not a particularly characteristic method of working for African woman artists in South 
Africa, or associated with Nguni cultural practice. Like the work created by Muholi 
and Veleko, which reinforces the fact that there is no single viewpoint or interpretation 
of 'Blackness' or the Black experience, my intention is that the work presented here 
encourages new ways of looking at the female body, but not specifically defined as a 
Black body. 
Through the use of myself as object and subject of my art creation, I have investigated the 
broader themes of interpretations of'jdeal female' and notions of femininity.36 Encounters 
of what is perceived to be a desirabJe woman within Western norms is what I have 
seen portrayed in contemporary popular culture. Magazines and teJevision re-enforce 
images of thin, tall, usually White {light-skinned if Black} hairless (except lor hair on the 
head, which is usually long and flowing) women as the idyllic female. Within the Nguni 
cultural context however, the types of references used as signifiers of perceptions of 
36 The quality of looking and behaving in the ways conventional ly appropriate (or a woman OT girl 











beauty and desirability are not visually portrayed. Opinions on what the 'ideal female' 
should look like within this context are passed on orally. Women who are thought to be 
too thin are said to be unhappy or unhealt hy. A more curvaceous figure is perceived to 
be the ideal as this is an outward reflection of happiness, fertility and living a good life. 
Most people within Nguni groups are comparatively short; a woman who is too tall 
(in comparison to the majority of men) is not desirable. Being light-skinned counts in 
one's favoUI and women are required to have hair on their heads to allow for them to be 
distinguishable from the men. There is however no recorded visual references depicting 
what borders exist between these two opposing looks. 
The work I create seeks to challenge and subvert preconceptions regarding representation 
of the female body with reference to both the above-mentioned views. The hair 
covered but arguably beautiJul female figures I create disrupt perceptions of attraction 
and repulsion. Being confronted with a hairy life-size woman who is not necessarily 
unequivocally repulsive causes various reactions, which have encouraged some viewers 
to re-think their ideas of the desirable. This image does not conform to conventional 
ideas of female beauty. Initial reactions to my first installations highlighted the almost 
invisible line between the att ractive and repulsive. Some viewers of this work were 
intrigued by the shiny, soft looking su rface of the hair on the sculptures and the form, 
which suggests a sensual quality and yet were simultaneously disgusted by the residues 
of the scen t of dung and fat that filled the room. A viewer who braved touching one 
of my sculptures was shocked to discover that what he was inquisitively rubbing was 
a cast of my breasts. His initial intrigue with what seemed to be unfamiliar (the hairy 
object), and then the unexpected recognition of form (female breast) seemed to confuse 
and unsettle him. 
This mixed reaction of intrigue and disgust to the work I create parallels my experiences 
while I am creating each piece. Interest in the chemical process as well as experimenting 
with m y control over organic mate rial and by implication, control over my body, 
intrigues me enough to compel my continued work in this medium. Being confronted 
with the repulsive smell and textures of salted fat, half dried cow dung and musty wet 
hair causes repeated repulsion but also a consciousness of the corporeal. 
Through the interpretation of my own and my mother's bodies, J have taken control of 
their representation, and directed the way in which viewers encounter these {arms both in 











posture and objectification that Tesfagiorgis mentions, as well as the exploitation and 
oppression to which hooks refers, and to subvert expectations and assumptions about 
the female body and about the Black female body. The figures although hanging, have 
assertiveness in their posture and are intended to be sensuous but ambiguous in their 
presence. The figures in characteristically submissive or vulnerable poses: Beginning 
of the Empire and lndlovukati have arguably paradoxically gained an authority through 
translation into hide. While these fragments of female form may eliot repulSion, it is a 
repulsion intended to evoke the residue of life and the actual ,presence of the corporeal 
rather than the female body as victim, damaged, abused or abject.l' . 
T1 Abjection can be defined as an extension of the idea of female body as 'object', both objectified by 
male gaze, but also victim of physical violence. Abjection is the passivjty of the feminine as 'object' 






















The work I hove produced as part of this degree explores aspects of influence and power 
through the manipulation and shaping of cowhide into the desired form . My artistic 
creation is always greatly informed by the process leading up to the final art piece. I 
thus choose to purchase my material as raw as possible in order to fully engage with 
the amount of influence I have over the final product. The organic nature of cowhide 
is affected by environmental factors such as humidity, warmth, cold and rain. These 
factors continuously shift the control and infJuence I have over my final art piece.38 
The material quality of my art pieces is extremely important to my production and 
prompted my interest in the work of Janine Antoni. She has become acclaimed for 
the range of unusua l materials she uses as well as her unconventional performative 
modes. Exploring the theme of aesthetic and cultural meaning of sexual difference, she 
transforms the daily rituals of eating, sleeping, washing and applying makeup into 
sculptural process. Antoni's preoccupation with material has motivated her exploration 
of various substances ranging from chocolate, lard, soap, mascara, lipstick and hai.r dye 
to produce her work. In her performance Gnaw she carves into two similar blocks, one 
made from chocola te and the o ther of lard, using her mouth as a tool. Chewing on both 
blocks (on separate occasions) Wltil she exhausts herself, Antoni cocments on a social 
dynamic based on pleasure and beauty. Antoni's work makes coement on the pushing 
against the physical limits of the body and the loss of control over one's phYSicality. She 
collects the discarded lumps of lard and creates lipsticks and with the chocolate heart· 
shaped sweet trays which she displays together with the blocks to complete the work. 
Antoni also experiments with cowhide and uses it as a medium for art creation in various 
ways. Her works Saddle, Bridal and Naked all created in 2000, explore this material and 
the themes of cyd es of living and dying, roughness and delicacy, thoughtfulness and 
absurdity. Gregory Volk describes her installation created for The Wan~s Foundation 
sculpture project 2001; 
Nearby, an entire raw cowhide was stretched, spread·eagled across the space from wa ll to 
wall (Bridle, 2000) It resembled a drying skin at <l tannery, until you no ticed that parts of 
it had been cut out to form a leather daypack which remains attached to the hide: jf you 
were to wear the pack, you'd also be draped in the en tire skin of the animal. On (he floor, 













6001bs of chodolate 
gnawed by the artist 
24.0 x 240 x 240 em 
1992 
a tanned cowhide was similarly cut to make a palr of altached shoes and a pair of gloves 
(Naked, 20(0). Here, practical or fashionable consumer items reverted from the boutique or 
one's clad body to the dead animal from which they came, but at the same time Antoni's 
quietly dazzling works were unencumbered by moralizing. Way over at the far end of the 
room an entire dried and tanned cowhide (Saddle, 2000) took the shape of a person (Antoni, 
in fact) on all fours on the floor. She knelt on the Ooor while covered by a wet hide, waiting 
until it dried and assumed her shape: iostead of hN riding a cowhide saddle 00 a horse, a 
cowhide 'saddle' rides her 
(www.sculpture.org/documents!scmagOl / janfebOl / wanas / wanas.shtmI.) . 
Antoni's work, while eoementing on the limits of the human body, makes reference 
to the use of the body as a tool for art creation as well as the use of unconventional 
material. Antoni uses her body to create work that engages themes of compulsive 
activity and repetitive action. She uses hide as a medium to cocment on how humans are 
compulsively consuming and discarding products of our modem day culture. Within the 
above-mentioned works, she presents consumer products (saddle, shoes, and gloves) in 
their rawest form (tanned cowhide). 
Antoni's use of this medium within her work has interestingly not been interpreted 














270 x 320 x 790 em 
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practices. The different reactions to Antoni's and my use of the material of hide seem to 
highlight that reductive readings of the work r create may be fuelled by the fact that r am 
a Black woman artist. It is apparent then, that the fact that I am Black and an artist from 
Africa working in this medium, the work I create is received and understood within a 
narrow and stereotypical viewpoint. 
Although the process that Jeads to the reatisation of my work is very important, unlike 
Antoni, 1 do not present it as part of the artwork. To produce the figures, a body cast is 
taken which is then assembled into a sculpture onto which 1 stretch the wet cowhide. 
The hide is treated but not dried between being separated from the animal and stretched 
on the sculpture where it dries to acquire the form . The smells and textures l experience 
forro part of the interes t and clLfiosity with which l work and the simultaneous repulsion 
and disgust I experience as 1 make each artv.'ork. The repeated performance of grinding 
away the salty layers of fat on the inside of each hide before applying tanning chemicals, 
washing sand and dung from the hair which is done by myself, is both punishment and 
reward. Through pushing the boundaries of what the materia l itself can withstand and 
what I can endure, I seek to examine the power I have over myself and ove! the material 











part of explorations of how much my body and mind can tolerate and the reward that 
comes from completing each piece. 
An aspect of my choice of cowhide as a medium is the exploration of skin as a sight of 
memory, a store of genetic material and protective membrane. This is important to my 
understanding and interpretation of the body generally and more specificall y, my own 
body. Most of the works are cast from my body, but Begil111il1g of the Empire is cast from 
that of my mother. Our bodies share genetic material and physiological and ancestral 
memory. Her body and her skin, has been the protective membrane for my gestation. 
By experimenting with the process of tanning and casting cowhide into a shape, allowing 
drying, then re·wetting it, 1 have discovered that the hide also remembers the shape it 
was previously moulded onto and retains elements of this even in its new shape. This 
'material memory' that seems to live within the skin cells of th.e animals j use means that 
the mediwn itself can be seen as one that pnysically engages the concept of recoJiection, 
both on a cellular and phys ical level 
The process of working with a sculpted mould (positive) that is discarded after being 
used to create an end product that is a cast (negative) is a continuation of my interest in 
the residue. Just as the skins of the animals I use are the residues of an animal that was 
once alive, the final art pieces I create are the residues of the replication of my or my 
mother's body. What viewers see is the absence of the physical body of both our bodies 
as well as the animal I have used . This implied body needs the viewer to complete the 
picture. Individual observations of the work enable the sculptures to be completed and 
interpreted in different ways through the way in which the viewer encounters them. The 
viewer form s a relationship to the suspended life size 'spaces' the scu lptures provide 
both within the hollows of the figures, and the negative space between them. 
The continuous thread of control is a sign.ificant element of the work 1 have produced to 
date. I choose to take ownership of my body / my mother 's body through controlling how 
it is represented though a number of processes. The tanning process 1 have employed 
has been an exploration of the ' tried and tested' techniques that exist to contTol the end 
result. Through experimentation, [ ha ve discovered that by using various chemicals, 
I can control the texture and appearance of the hide I tan. The success of the moulds I 











body cast process dries. Through monitoring what I eat, how much I exercise, I helve 
fashioned my body shape to fit the mould that is ideal in my minds eye. As a ",suit 
of monitoring how.my physical body looks and then how I produce my sculptures, r 
control physical and figurative representations of myself and the translation of my body 
into the hide. 
Unlike the control I have over my body, I do not control the form of my mother Or how she 
maintains her position as I am making the mould of her body. Just as the environmental 
factors that influence how the hide dries are out of my control, I have no direct influence 
over corporeal aspects of my mother. The control I relent is then regained through the 
way I cast the hide over her mould, how much of the sculpted form I choose to cover, 
and then through the way I display the sculptures I create. The shift of being in a position 
of power, then allowing myself to become powerless parallels the control and lack of 
control I have over my material 
The intention of the work I create is to evoke both presence and absence. This is achieved 
through the very literal absence of the mould I use to create each work as well as the 
physical form of the animal I have used. This work highlights both the presence and 
simultaneous absence of my Nguni heritage withjn my personal context. As mentioned 
previously, the information I have received about Nguni cultural practices has been a 
combination of oral accounts and brief encounters. I have not personally experienced a 
large portion of the elements of Nguni cultural life that may have informed some of the 
decisions I have made within my art making. The figures I have created are residual. 
They are residues of my process, the body of the cows I have used, the bodies of myself 






















Within the context of Sou th Africa, art produced by women has been extremely limited 
and often confined to what is identified as craft (i.e. basketry, embroidery, ceramics, and 
tapestry). This disparity is most evident when looking at the ,history of art created by Black 
women throughout the colonial and Apartheid periods. There is however, an indication 
that more Black women are entering and occupyjng significant positions within the 
contemporary art milieu allowing for the chasm that occurred as a result of the country's 
past to slowly be repaired, A new Post Apartheid generation of South African women 
artists are emerging, albeit still small- who actively challenge this position through their 
conceptual choices and media of creation. 
The body of work presented for this degree, is part of my challenging not only the above 
mentioned stereotypes but also the stereotype of Black women's creative expression being 
associated with Apartheid, and/or illustrating, evoking or representing oppression, 
marginalisation and abuse. Through the use of my own body as well as that of my 
mother I have hopefully influenced how viewers of my installations engage with the 
female form . It is not my intention to present my work and experience in the context of 
oppression and marginalisation, or the female body victimised or abject. I have chosen 
to work with the female body, to acknowledge and interfere with the sensual qualities 
of this form in an assertive and at times confrontational interpretation. 
My aim has been to produce work that presents an alternative position through 
challenging perceptions of material and assigned male and female roles within both 
Western and Nguni society. Although my experiences of the significance of cows and 
cowhide within Nguni cultural practices have ir'lformed my choice of this medium, my 
intention has not been to present work engaged solely with this theme. The basis of my 
engagement with cowhide is for its malleability, the ability to exercise control over it 
as well as its analogy to the actual body (both mine and my mother's, and that of the 
animal). This material emulates armour and defence th rough its capacity to sustain and 
overcome damage, to heal and protect. Further interest in , this material is fuelled by 
its ability to be sensual, its abili ty to transform the female body as well as its inherent 
organic and genetic history as the residue of a living creature. Its symbolic capacity to 
represent experience and evoke absence and presence is of particular importance. 
In this document I have indicated that particular criteria and preconceived ideas have 
and are being applied to the interpretation of contemporary art from Africa, and that 











artwork produ ced by Black ar tists is very often approached in a reductive and generalised 
manner by authori tative figures within the historical and contemporary ar t world. 
It has been m ade clear that certain unsubstantiated assumptions are associated with 
my cultural background as well as my choice of material and are being applied to 
the understanding of my artwork. My use of cowhide is misunderstood as a result of 
reductive reading and limited understanding of my choice of art matedal in relation to 
my cultural heritage. Despite my best intentions, I am aware that my work may and 
probably still will be read by some in the context of stereotypes associated wi th women, 
Africa as well as being Black. 
The sculptures] have created are not about Black women or Black experience nor do 
they directly reference Nugni cultural practices. My intention is to challenge prevailing 
notions of and assumptions about the art created by Black women in particular, I have 
hopefully proposed an expanded and more complex approach to the reading and 
engagement with the work J have presented as part of this degree . 
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In the section that follows, I discuss the individual works I have created as part of my 
Master's degree. These works have all been cast from my body except for Beginning 
of the Empire, Which is cast from the body of my mother and Untitled, which is a pillar 
milde of cow ears. These works have mainly been made from the hides of cattle except 
(or Untitled, constructed of actual ears, Ullambo, molded from the faces of the animals, 
and Lelive Lami, that includes approximately 800 cow tails. I have chosen not to translate 












































This work, as the title suggests, makes reference to a mass expedition from one place 
to another. Like Balanduli, which was part of the 'Olvida Quein Soy - Erase me from 
who I am' exhibition, this work suggests an unquestioning conformity and ' following' 
towards an unknown destination: a migration, relocation, exodus, movement, s tampede, 
or herding. 
These sculptures, resembling women's! my breasts have been created' from the faces of 
cows and positioned just above eye-level of potential viewers. These 'women' represent 
a march or s tampede in a triangular shaped formation, guided by a leader (the first bust 
in the formation). Traditionally women do not fight wars, their role has always been 
a supportive or domestic one (nurses, cooks, making/repairing weapons). Within this 
work however, women are the ones in implied combat. This work presents women as 
stronger, more dominant and determined than is 'traditionally' perceived. Through this 
work I have made direct reference to women using their bodies as a form of protest and 
protection, as did the women of Dobsonville, South Africa39 and Manipur, India40, who 
instinctually used their exposed bodies as a form of demonstration. 
The fa ces ot the cows are at eye Jevel with the viewers, they are 'face to face'. 1 have used 
this part of the cow's body to create a part of my own body and positioned them in a 
39 In 1990, a g roup o f Soweto women protested against the lUllawful destruction of their homes in an 
informal settlement near Dobsonville by the Afrikaner National Government police. These women 
chanted, 'We want houses now!' stripped naked and chased after the police, who fled in shock - this 
event brought the South African media to a halt. Three of the women involved in this protest reflected 
on their experiences of liberation politics and the social stigma brought on by this method of protest. 
These women's first instinct for survival was to protect their territory with the tool that was most accessible 
to them, their bodies. 'We were nol prepared 10 be intimidated by the police' Thandi Mthupa (Maingard, 
Mein~ies and Thomson 1995 [video)). They felt powerful althe time and were not thinking about the 
stigma that would come with their actions but thinking of how to fight the police. They were collectively 
fighting for the future of their children and were thinking of nothing else. 
'It is really embarrassing to see a woman naked, but through my nakedness I got my reward' Thandeka 
Ndudula (Maingard, Mein~ies and Thomson 1995 [video]). 
40 'The photograph was riveting. Manipuri women holding up a banner that read: "Indian Army: 
Rape us". The women, al l middle-aged, were naked, maski ng their s tate of undress behind the banner. 
Altogether there were 40 warneI'), w ith 12 o f them using this dramatic gesture to protest the action of 
the Assam Rines in kill ing Thanglam Manorama, a woman in her early thirties who the army claims 
was a member of the banned People's Liberation Army (PLA) and the women insis t was innocent' 













confrontational display. Challenged by the smells, textures and confinement within this 
space, the viewer may be intimidated or even claustrophobic with just enough space to 





Balanduli (Tile Followers) 
i 
Cowhide, waxed cord, polyester resin and fiberglass 
1370 x 3600 x 700 em 
2004 
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Cow faces, waxed chord, polyes te r resin and fibe rg lass 

































A ' fight' impl ies conflict and force and one person or party overthrowing the other. 
Unlike Uhambo, these women seem to be in opposition to one another, the struggJe 
between them is emphasized by their close proximity. Made with molds of my own body, 
I have placed these two sculptures in a position that suggests them 'humping chests' 
with one another. These works, created from the same mold are very different from each 
other. They are created with the same ma terial but are in opposition or tension with one 
another. The space in between the two sculptures give the impression that if one tried 
and was really careful, one could walk between the sculptures to disrupt the light. As 
a viewer of this work one might be confused about the relationship between these two 
sculptures, they seem to want to embrace, dance or fight. They are close enough to each 
o ther to do any of these things but also seem to be trying to repel each other, which is an 
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A dress is a garment that has been accepted as the costume worn by only women. 
Although males within various cultures and civilizations have worn dress/skirt-like 
garments, this attire is now seen to be appropriate only for women. This garment could be 
symbolic of conformity, restraint, a status of sorts and a perceived beauty, embellishment, 
sexuality and femininity. 
This garment is meant to seem restricting, only a woman/person ora certain size can 
fit into it. The status and strain that simultaneously come with being able to fit into this 
'mold' act in opposition with one another here. I would like viewers to be aware of the 
restriction that would be faced by the wearer of this garment. Like a corset, this stiffened 
garment shapes and supports but also controls the body of the potential wearer. 
The tail of an arumal is the last point of its body. Animals use tails as a cocmunicative 
device, a fly swatter and as an aid for the judging of distances. The cow tails that form 
the train of this garment 'spill out' in procession behind the dress. These tails become 
the last point of the garment, but are severed, icmobile and useless: something that had 













Cowhide, cow tails, waxed chord, polyester resin and fiberglass 












































Beginning oj the Empire 
A photograph taken by SOllth African photographer, Peter Magubane of Black South 
African mine workers having a physical inspection during the Apartheid era inspired 
this work. These men, who were all naked, with their arms up, are lined up in front of 
a long wall. At a glance one cannot tell them apart, one barely notices differing heights, 
they seem to be the same age and they all seem to have a s imilar expression on their (aces. 
They are vulnerable in their nakedness, their position and without their individuality. 
This work consists of eleven casts of my mother in a similar stance. This seemingly 
submissive action of standing with ones hands raised, exposing ones body, is disrupted 
by the way the ' performance' is decoded through the cow hide. The figures that are 
produced from the moulds of my mother, instead of looking passive have the capacity 
to become confrontational and threatening in their monumental presence. 
The legacy of Apartheid cannot be divorced from South Africa's present. It is expected 
that because of my mother 's age, her race and her present situation of living in South 
Africa, that she would have experienced Apartheid. My mother however, did not grow 
up in South Africa and so did not experience the situation that many people of her age 
who were born, brought up and continue to live in South Africa have. Many people who 
encounter her expect her to identify with a 'collective' experience that she cannot. Both 
my social and educational experiences are not typical of those experienced by many of 
my Black South African peers. As in my mother's case, there has been the expectation 
that I would have familiarity with a collective Black experience. This work serves to 
reflect on both my mother 's experience as well as my own within contemporary South 
Africa, not as victims of Apartheid but as women. 
The use of my mother 's body highlights the biological and social exchanges that have 
occurred between us. I developed both inside and apart form her physical body apd carry 
traces of her genetic material within the cells of my body. I have increasingly become 
aware of the relationship that exists between what I have inherited and learned from her 
- with regard to personality and certain behavioral aspects and the way in which I that 

























Beginning of Ole Empire 
Cowhide, waxed chord, polyester resin and fiberglass 














































Hearing is a very important sensory function for both a~als and man. The perception 
of sound is made possible by the vibratory changes in a ir pressure on the eardrums, 
which in the case of the ears I have used within this work are rendered useless. This 
pillar I chandelier of ears makes reference to the boundary of the function al and the 
decorative. Unlike the other works I have created as part of my degree, this one is not 
figurative and makes no direct reference to the representat ion of the female body. I have 
used a large amount of ears of different shapes, colours and sizes to create a work that 
allows viewers to look through but only be able to walk around. 
At first glance, it is not possible to tell the ears apart . If one looks carefully however, one 
can identify possible 'pairs' of ears, each with their specific colours, sizes and shapes. 
This seemingly unrecognizable/ indistinguishable crowd stands as a monument to and 
' trophy' of the individual ani mals that have been killed. 
I have created a square shaped frame from which the ears are hung. This four-cornered 
structure makes reference to a room, a box or a boundary that separates the outside from 
the inside of the shape. One can look into and through the sculpture but cannot enter 
into it. Unlike the other work I have created, it is not possible for viewers to step into or 
occupy the space within the boundary of the square shape. This denied access paralJels 
and emphaSizes the theme of control, not only of the material and process, but of the 
viewer's relationship to the work. 
Along with the dislocation of the ears from their usual sensory function and its sta tus as 













Cow ears, melal rod, waxed cord and polyester resin 
























The seemingly subll)issive stance of being on all fours is subverted through this sculpture. 
Like Deihj, created in 2004 and Stepping Illto Self 2005 Indfovukati invites new readings 
of this position. Although this figure looks as though she is in surrender unlike Antoni's 
Saddle, she is actually positioned in a manner tha t suggests tha t she is readying herself 
to pounce or charge. This possible confrontation is challenged and subverted because 
of the way I have chosen to cast this sculpture. The seemingly soft folds that drape like 
a train behind the figme accentuate the garment-like features of this work. The light 
coloured, soft looking hide I have used invites closer interaction from a viewer and 
distracts attention from the underlying hostility in the stance of the figure. 
As in the case of the other figurative work I have created, this piece lnvites the possibility 
of viewer participation and gives the illusion that one can occupy the negative space 
present. This work makes reference to and becomes a metaphor lor the assigned male 
and female roles within society and disrupts the binary oppositions of the submissive I 












Cowhide, bone, bronze, waxed cord. polyester resi.n and fiberglass 
600 x 1140 x 470 cm 
2004 
Stepping into Self 
Cowhide. waxed cord. polyester resin and fiberglass 













Cowhide, waxed chord, polyester resin and fiberglass 
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